claim that they observed large mean prediction errors when using our model. We find that their claims are a simple consequence of overfitting, which can be avoided by standard regularization methods. Here, we show that our model provides an effective means to identify papers that may be subject to overfitting, and the model, with or without prior treatment, outperforms the proposed naïve approach. W ang, Mei, and Hicks (1) observe large mean prediction errors when using the model reported in (2) (hereafter the WSB model) to predict the future citations of individual papers. More specifically, they make three claims, which we discuss in order below.
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Claim 1: When fitted to the WSB model, a certain fraction of papers are characterized by unreasonably large m and l.
Response 1: Papers with large parameter sets are a simple consequence of overfitting during the likelihood estimation. To prevent overfitting, one should follow standard procedures (3) by applying regularization methods. To illustrate this practice, we applied a conjugate prior, finding that overfitting was avoided (4) . We repeated our analysis on the same corpus as described by Wang, Mei, and Hicks in (1) (papers published in 1980 in the Physical Review data set that received at least 10 citations within the first 5 years, resulting in 681 papers). We obtained parameters for these papers using 10 years as training data (a = 4.7137 and b = 5.6273) and plotted the correlation between parameter l and m (Fig. 1A) , finding that the overfitting issue is completely avoided. We also compared the model with two additional baseline models that we could not include in (2)-both are more competitive than the naïve approach suggested in (1)-finding that our model consistently beats competing methods under different performance metrics, including the one used in (1) [mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)].
Claim 2: In terms of evaluation metrics such as MAPE, the WSB model results in large errors and is outperformed by a naïve approach.
Response 2: This is the result of a few papers with large errors, caused by the overfitting mentioned in response 1. The WSB model offers a way to detect papers that may be subject to overfitting. Upon filtering these papers, the large errors reported in (1) disappear and the WSB model outperforms the naïve approach.
To be specific, the analysis by Wang, Mei, and Hicks documents an interesting practice of evaluating citation predictions. Although the WSB model makes probabilistic predictions on future citations for a given paper, represented by a citation envelope, (1) instead uses MAPE (mean prediction errors) to evaluate predictive power, despite the well-known fact that citations follow a fat-tailed distribution. Indeed, "outliers" can dominate mean prediction errors. For example, when overfitting occurs, the predicted citation counts can be as large as 10 100 . Therefore, a few papers with large errors skew the large prediction errors reported in (1) (Fig. 1A, inset) . The existence of such erroneous behavior raises an important question: When can we trust citations predicted by the WSB model? The answer lies in the citation envelope that we proposed in (2) . Indeed, the WSB model not only predicts the future citations but, equally important, it provides the citation envelope, capturing the uncertainties of the predictions. Denoting with s + the variance of its predictions (size of the envelope), we computed the variance relative to its most likely citations, that is, s + /c pred . When this ratio is smallthat is, the uncertainty of the most likely citations is small-one expects the average prediction error to be small, indicative of high accuracy in the predicted outcome. We compared the predicted and the real citations for cases where s + /c pred < 1, accounting for 87.2% of the papers (Fig. 1B) . That is, we imposed a cutoff where predicted citations are comparable to their uncertainties, which represents an indication of potential overfitting. Comparing Fig. 1B with the inset of Fig. 1A , we found that the overfitting cases are effectively filtered out and that the WSB model clearly outperforms the naïve approach (MAPE 0.25 versus 0.31). Therefore, when it is confident, the WSB model predicts accurately the most likely citation counts. Alternatively, when overfitting occurs, the WSB model through its citation envelope indicates that it is not confident, providing guidance to treat these predicted citations with care.
Claim 3: The performance of the WSB model with prior is still worse than the naïve approach.
Response 3: Wang, Mei, and Hicks's experiments were based on an incorrect set of prior parameters. The WSB model with prior consistently outperforms the naïve approach.
We repeated the analysis on the same corpus as the one used by Wang, Mei, and Hicks (the same as in Response 1). We find that for both 5 and 10 years training periods, the WSB model with prior (a = 4.7137 and b = 5.6273) significantly outperforms the naïve approach: It predicts more accurate citations in 85% and 79.4% of the papers, respectively. Predictions from the WSB model with prior also yield much lower MAPE (0.204 versus 0.305 for 10 years and 0.396 versus 0.504 for 5 years). We also plotted the quantities shown in the figure 1 of (1), finding substantial differences in both parameter correlations (Fig. 1A ) and predicted citations (Fig. 1C) . Wang, Mei, and Hicks also used other evaluation metrics, such as Spearman correlation and percentage of correctly identified top 10% papers. We therefore evaluated these two metrics as well, finding that the WSB model with prior consistently outperforms the naïve approach for both metrics using 5 and 10 years of training. We repeated our analysis on other sets of papers as well, such as papers published in the 1970s, finding consistent results. The results in (1) were based on an incorrect set of prior parameters. Indeed, they applied priors learned on review papers in Reviews of Modern Physics to predict research papers published by Physical Review. It is reasonable to assume that the WSB model with prior outperforms the naïve approach for a wide range of prior parameters, as long as they are within a reasonable range, because the naïve approach reduces to a special case of the WSB model with prior with a trivial prior parameter b → ∞ (4).
Taken together, the large prediction errors reported by Wang, Mei, and Hicks are a consequence of overfitting, which can be avoided using standard regularization methods. They misinterpreted the true message of the paper. In our view, the main message of (2) lies in the uncovered regularity of a complex evolving system that previously was perceived as noisy and unpredictable. Indeed, the proposed model is a minimal citation model that captures all quantifiable mechanisms known to date to affect citation histories. Hence, it represents a fundamental building block on which one needs to add industrial-quality implementation protocols, which could lead to a more robust and accurate citation prediction tool. Therefore, judging our results on the quality of the implementation is like judging the laws of thermodynamics on the performance of the cars a particular company can build. Comparison between the predicted and the real citations for the naïve approach, documenting that it systematically underestimates the future citations. We used 10 years of training for results in (A) to (D). All conclusions continue to hold if we use 5 years of training.
